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A form of the law of the iterated logarithm is proved for the estimate of the frequency, wO, of 
a sinusoidal oscillation when observed subject to stationary noise. The estimate, 4, is the location 
of the maximum of the periodogram from T observations. The form of the law is unusual since 
it is { T3/log log T}“’ (& - wO) whose limit superior is as. finite. 
iterated logarithm * oscillatory frequency * periodogram * weak mixing 
1. Notation and result 
Consider observations y(t), t = 1,2,. . . , T, on 
y(t)=a~cosw~t+~osinw,t+x(t)=pocos(w,t+~~)+~(t). (I) 
It is assumed that x(t) is generated by a stationary process with zero mean and 
finite variance that is weakly mixing, and that, 9, being the a-algebra of events 
generated by x(s), s s t, 
E{x(t)(S_,}=O a.s. (2) 
Then, following [2], we may put 
x(t)=: u(f, f-j), U(f, r-j)=E{X(t)(~~,,}-E{X(t)l~,",,_,} 
0 
E{u(t, t-j)'}= a(j)2, a(j) 
We further require that 
j~O{,~.o(l)‘}“z~~. 
I 
(3) 
Thus x(t) has an absolutely continuous spectrum (since it is weakly mixing) with 
a continuous spectral density, f(w), since (3) is stronger than C a(j) <co which, 
see [ 11, ensures that f(o) is continuous. 
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If x(t) were Gaussian white noise the maximum likelihood estimate of o0 would 
be obtained by locating the maximum, with respect to W, of the sum of squares for 
regression on cos tw, sin tw. A closely related quantity is 
q(w) = +i y(t) eifw 
2 
1 
and here we use 6, which maximises q(w), to estimate w,,. In [3] it is shown that 
T(& - oO) + 0 a.s. and T3’2(& - wO) is asymptotically normal with variance 
48nf(w,,)/p$ These statements are also true of the estimate obtained from the 
regression sum of squares. 
The following will be established. 
Theorem. Let y(t) be generated by (1) with x(t) having zero mean and being weakly 
mixing with (2), (3) holding and 0 < oO< r. If 6 maximises q(w) then 
lim sup1 T3’*(2 log log T)-“‘{487~f(w~)/p~}~~‘~(~ - oO)] = 1 a.s. 
T-CC 
A number of remarks may be made. The result shows the great accuracy with 
which w0 may be estimated. It would remain true if a constant term were included 
in (1) and y(t) in q(w) was replaced by y(t) -j. It would hold if 2 maximised the 
regression sum of squares. If there were m sinusoidal components in (l), at frequen- 
cies O<w,<w,<~~~ < w, < n the result would hold for each Gj where the Gj are 
obtained by locating the m largest relative maxima of q(w). Of course wj then 
replaces w0 in the statement of the lemma and pj replaces p0 where pj is the amplitude 
of the jth sinusoid. Except for the use of the regression sum of squares, which 
requires some extra manipulation, these results follow easily from our method of 
proof. However we shall restrict our proof to the basic case of the theorem. If w0 = 0 
or 7r then in [3] it is shown that there is a T,, P(T,<o)=l,suchthat(&-w,,)=O, 
T 3 To. (Of course To is not a stopping time.) It is partly for this reason that w0 = 0, 
n is excluded from the statement of the theorem. The use of weak mixing may be 
avoided (see [4]) by imposing a requirement on the spectrum of the shift operator 
for x(t), but we use it for simplicity. The condition (3) can probably be relaxed but 
simplifies the proof because, following [4,5], if we introduce 
z(t)= f z u(t+j, t+j-l)epi’“o 
j=O I=j 
then 
z(t)-z(t+l)e-‘“0=x(t)-c(t),l(t)= f u(t+j+l, t+l)e-i(‘+l’“o. 
j=O 
(There are some slips in the corresponding derivation in [S]). Then 
x(t)=~(t)+z(t)-z(t+l)e-i”O. (4) 
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The sequence f(t) is measurable 9 1+1 and E{l(t)\ .F,} = 0 so that the l(t) are 
complex, weakly mixing, stationary, square integrable martingale differences. Of 
course 
T 
C {z(t) - z(t+ 1) e-‘“0) emiroo = ~(1) e-‘“o- z( T+ 1) e-icT+l)oO, (5) 
hence (4) is useful. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
The notation o(a) will indicate that the order relation holds a.s. The proof 
depends on a sequence of lemmas that will be proved first. 
Lemma 1. T2q”(wo) + -pi/24 U.S. 
To prove this put 
T T 
cj = 1 t’y( t) cos tw,, sj = C tjy( t) sin two, j = 0, 1,2. 
1 1 
We speak of p0 cos(w,t+ +J as the signal component in (1) and x(t) as the noise 
component. By the lemma in [3] the noise component contributes o( 1) to the cj, sj. 
The contribution from the signal component is easily evaluated to obtain 
T-‘-‘c, = a,/(2j+2)+o(l), T-‘-‘sj =p0/(2j+2)+o(l). 
Lemma 1 easily follows from this. 
Now, for brevity, put log, T for log log T and 
u=(Tlog, T)-1’2;x(t)costo,, 
u = (T log, T)-‘12 g x(t) sin tw,, 
T 
w = ( T3 log, T)-1’2 1 tx( t) cos tw,, 
T 
x = ( T3 log, T)-1’2 1 fx( t) sin f~,, . 
Lemma 2. (Tlog, T)-“‘q’(w,,)={-~pOu+&,v+pOw-cy,x}{l+o(l)}+~(l). 
This result, essentially, is stated in [3]. Since 
T 
q’(wO) = 2.3 T-’ i y(t) epitwoT-’ C {ity( t) eifo 1 I 
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the result follows as did Lemma 1, via the lemma in [3], using elementary evaluations 
to obtain the contributions from the signal component. There are four contributions 
to the expression whose real part is being taken and both the signal by signal and 
noise by noise contributions are o( 1). The noise by signal components then lead to 
the result stated. 
Lemma 3 
(T log, T)-1’2 5 x(t) e-itWn($- t/ T) 
1 
=(Tlog, T)-“2 +jil ,$, l(t)e-““0-$ 
1 
t l(t) e-ifuo] + o(l). 
Proof. By simple arrangements we obtain 
f x(t) eeirw$ - t/ T) = jil $ ,$, x(t) e-““0 
-$ ,i, x(t) e-i’wo--$i x(t) e-““a. 
1 
By the lemma in [3] the last term on the right is o(1). Using (4), (5) for the first 
two terms, we obtain the first two terms on the right side in the statement of the 
lemma plus two additional terms, namely 
However, z(t) is (complex) stationary with finite mean square (see [l, p. 3861) so 
that lz( t)l/{ t log, t}1’2 converges to zero a.s. Thus the lemma follows since these 
two additional terms, when divided by (T log, T)1’2, converge to zero as. 
It is well known [6] that sin( two- 4), cos( tw,- 4) are stationary and ergodic if 
(a) 0,,/27~ = m/n, which is a proper fraction, and 4 is distributed uniformly on, for 
example, the set 4,,+ 2nj/n, j = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, or (b) w,/2~ is irrational and 4 is 
distributed uniformly on the unit circle. Call 3, in either case, the corresponding 
a-algebra of events. 
Lemma 4. Let c(t) = t(t) +ig( t) and let 4 be distributed independently of the x(t) 
process, as just described. Then 
NC ~)=po{5(t)sin(tw,-_)--(t)cos(tw,-_)} 
is a sequence of stationary, ergodic, square integrable martingale diflerences, adapted 
to 5*;,+1 x 9. Also 
E{h(t; 4)‘) = ihf(wJ. (6) 
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Proof. That the h(t; 4) are stationary, square integrable martingale differences is 
obvious. That they are ergodic follows from the fact that if a(t), b(t) are stationary 
and independent and a(t) is weakly mixing and b(t) is ergodic then a(t)b( t) is 
ergodic, [S, Theorem 2.21. This is the only use of weak mixing in the proof. To 
prove (6) observe that 
4 
1 
~-l/2 i x(t) e-i(~~o-+) 
1 I 
has mean square 
3T-l ,;I, E{x(s)x(r)] cos(s - t)wo 
cos(s - t)o,,f(w) dw 
Ifei’~~+-O~~2)f(W)dU 
and by FejCrs theorem [9, p. 891 this converges to ITS, since f(w) is even and 
continuous. However 
9 
I 
~-112 i x(t) e-i(‘~o-+) 
1 
+9 r-‘/2~{~(t)-~(t+1)e~i”.}e-i’(“o-”) 
[ L 
and, since the last term converges in mean square to zero (see (5)), the first term 
on the right, namely 
T-10 ; ${l( t) e-i’(mO-+)}, 
1 
has mean square converging to nf( wO). The summands are orthogonal and stationary, 
by the first part of the lemma, and thus have variance nf(w,,), which proves (6). 
Lemma 5. Fur 
sj = kIi, h(k; 4)l{(~f(%))1’2?o). 
Then 
lim sup(2 T log, T)-1'2 $i Sj-$, = (12)_“2 U.S. 
T+rn 1 
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Proof. This result follows from [7, pp. 292-2951. Thus take, as usual, 
S, = St,,+ (Stt+r, -S,r,)(t-[tl) 
and U,(r) = (2 T log, T))“‘S( Tr), 0 < r < 1. Also put, for g( r) a continuous function 
on [0, l] (i.e. gE C[O, l]), 
$(g) = 
I 
01 g(r) dr-+g(l). 
Then by [7, Corollary 5.351, since (cl( *) is evidently continuous in g when C[O, l] 
is topologised via the uniform norm, 
P 
I 
lim sup +( UT) = sup e(g) 
I 
= 1, 
T+CC geK 
where K is the compact subset of C[O, l] comprised by those g with g(0) = 0 and 
I 
01g’(r)2dr~l. 
Moreover, by the same argument as in [7, p. 2951, 
g’(r)(l-r)-;g’(r)dr 
I 
1 
I 
1 
= sup g’(r)($- r) dr = sup u(r)($- r) dr 
gtK 0 Y 0 
where y lies in _Y2[0, l] and satisfies Ilul12~ 1. Thus the last expression is 
{I: (~-r)2dr)r’2=(12))1’2. 
Moreover, since UT(l) = (2T log2 T))l”ST, 
$( UT)-(2Tlog2 T)-l’* 
I 
$i sj-;sT 
1 
I 
1 
= 
0
U,(r) dr-$(2Tlog, T)-l’*i S'. 
1 
Now exactly as in [7, pp. 295, 2961 we obtain the results stated in the lemma by 
showing that the last displayed expression converges, a.s., to zero. 
Proof of Theorem. Since q’(w,) = (6 - coo)q”( W), 16 - woI < 16 - cooI and it is known 
[3] that 6 + w. a.s., using Lemma 1 we must consider 
(2Tlog, T)-1’2q’(wo)=-T3’2(logz T)-“‘(p;/24)(;-wo){l+o(l)} 
and show that 
lim supl(2T log, T)-“‘q’(wo)l = {n~~f(wo)/12}1’2 a.s. 
T+CC 
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From Lemma 2 the left-hand side is 
{ -;p,u +~cz,u +p,w-cu,x}{l+o(l)}+o(l) 
and the first factor on the left-hand side can be rewritten as 
-9 (~o+iPo)(TlogzT)-“2Ex(l)e-i’w” t-f 
{ 
. 
1 ( )I 
Using Lemma 3 this may be replaced by 
(2Tlog, T)P$ 
1 
,i f h(t; f$)-f&(t; f$) 
, If 1 1 I 
. (7) 
Now if 4 in (7) has the probability law described in Lemma 4, then from Lemma 
5 the quantity (7) has limit superior pO{rrf(wo)/12}1’2. Since the corresponding result 
is true when h(t; 4) is replaced by -h(t, +), we have 
limsup(2Tlog, T)-l” + ,c f h(t; +)-fi h(t; 4) 
T-m , II 1 1 
= pO{7rf(wO)/12}“2 a.s. 03) 
However it is easily checked that 
h(C 4,)-h(t; +2)=2sinG(&-+2)Mt;t(A+~2-~)) 
and therefore (7) is equicontinuous in 4 with respect to T. It is then clear, since 4 
and the x(t) process are independent, that (8) holds true for each fixed 4, a.s. in 
the x(t) process. This establishes the theorem. 
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